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INTRODUCTION
In the design of engineering structures particularly those in-
volving l he use cf structural steel, many failures have occurred
and much expensive repair work has been resorted to, not on ac-
count of any weakness or. the part of the main structural members,
but mainly or. account of carelessness in design or fabrication of
the details entering into the structure such as connections for
different parts.
Owing to the extensive use of steel I beams in steel struc-
tures particularly as floor beams and girders of steel buildings,
and the use of standard connection angles in framing these beams
into one another, a series of tests was undertaken at the Engin-
eering Experiment Station at the University of Illinois, to deter-
mine if possible the efficiency of these connections. For the
purpose of this investigation, tests were made on f* and in M con-
nections. The object in view was to s v ow the strength of stand-
ard connection angles under various conditions, but for practical
reasons the results of the tests do not show the amount of shear
and bending actually existing in structures. The elaborateness
and completeness of the series of tests depend to a great extent
upon the material at hand and on the time required to make the
tests. Naturally the tests herein described being the first of
the kind undertaken at this laboratory are preliminary and are not
meant to be a complete series of tests by any means. It is to be
hoped, however, that the results of these tests will be of value.
To the American Bridge Company, particularly to ,rr. August
Ziesing, President of the Company, acknowledgement and thanks are
due for the favor conferred by supplying gratis the material re-
quired in the furtherance of these tests.

THEORY AND AVAILABLE DATA
The design of standard connection angles for steel "beams and
channels used at the present time is the result of practice in the
past. As far as can be ascertained steel angles being the sim-
plest style of connection for beams and channels, have always
been used. Their design has been left to the manufacturers of
structural steel and as a result we have at present eight differ-
ent sizes of angles for beams and channels ranging from 3" to 24"
inclusive. The sizes as specified in the handbook of the Car-
negie Steel Company of 1003 are as follows:
3" and 4" beams 2 Angles 6"x4"x7/l6"x0 f -2" long
5" beams 2 Angles 6*x4"x?/l6*x0 l/2" long
6" beams 2 Angles 5"x4"x7/l^"x0 * -3" long.
7"
_e w -9" & 10" beams 2 Angles 6*x4"x7/l6*x0 '-S" long
12" beams 2 Angles 3"x4"x7/l6"x0 f -7 l/2" long
15" beams • 2 Angles fi"x4"x7/lfi"x0 ' -10" long
18" and 20" beams 2 Angles 4"x4"x7/ir>"xl f -3" long
24" beams 2 Angles 4"x4"xVl^"xl ' -6" long
These sizes as above are also given as standard in the handbooks
of the following representative manufacturers of this country -
American Bridge Company, Cambria Steel Company, Jones and Laugh-
lin and the Phoenix Iron Company.
The size of the angle and the number of rivets used for these
connections, varies somewhat with different srops and with struc-
tural engineers, so that there can not be said to be strictly
speaking a universal standard. The variations in the different
'standards," however, are rot very great, and as th? connections
adopted by the Carnegie Steel Company are perhaps the ^ost used
they have been selected for the purpose of this test.

Those connections are designed on a basis of an allowable
shearing stress of 10,000 pounds per square inch, and a bearing
stress of 20,000 pounds per square inch or rivets or bolts, cor-
responding with extreme fibre stresses in the I beams of 16,000
pounds per square inch. The limiting spans at and above which
the standard connection angles may be used according to tho tables
by the Carnegie Steel Company are as follows:
Table of Minimum Spans of I Beams, for which Standard Connection
Angles may be safely used with. Beams loaded to their full capacity
rDesigra-
.
'Mini-
:
•Designa- iMini-i'Designa- :{Mini- :
rtion of :•mum :• tion of rmum ttion of •mum :
:beam :•safe :'beam : safe :beam :•safe :
•span : : span : rspan :
•in. ft tin; ft • in. ft .
:
V24 "-80# r22.0 : 15"-42$ :11.0 :7H -15| 4.0 :
•°°.0
: 12"-40$ :11.5 : 6"-12.25#: 5.5 :
J20"-65# :•18.0 : 12 f, -31.5# : 9.0 ;•5 n -9.75# :•4.0 :
rl8*-55# '14.5 : 10*-25# : 9.5 !4*-7.5# '• 3.0 :
:15 M -80 7
"
:20.0 :' 9 W -21# : 7.0 •3"- r^.5# • 2.0 :
:15*-60#
.
'15.5 e tf -10# : 5.5 :
Other than this the writers could find no available data relative
to the strength of the riveted joints when framed with these ang-
les.
On account of the lack of analytical discussion or experi-
mental data or the strength of connection angles, tests were made
here which are the subject of this thesis.
TEST PIECES, APPARATUS AND TESTS
Test Pieces.
In order to make the tests herein described it was necessary
to have test pieces of steel beams framed as in actual practice.
For the purpose of this thesis it was decided to test only the
7 W and 12" connections, the angles being riveted to the light
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section of each size beam, that is 7*-15# I beams and l£ n -31.5#
I bean. Test pieces were so designed as to facilitate the test-
ing of the connection angles under conditions of pure bending,
shear and combined shear and bending. Ten test pieces were built
i up as shown by drawings on pages 4 and 5. These beams were got-
|
ten out by the Lassig Plant of the American Bridge Company, Chica-
I go, Illinois, and represented the regular practice of that shop.
I No paint was applied to the specimens.
Apparatus
.
The apparatus used in the tests consisted of a Riehle* test-
ing machine of 600,000# capacity, an Olsen machine of 200,000#
capacity with beam attachment, an Olsen three screw machine of
100,0007/ capacity, and a Philadelphia Machine Tool Company ma-
chine with vertical shaft, of 100,000$ capacity. For measuring
the slip of angles Ames dials graduated to l/l000 w were used and
the relative deformation of tension and compression fibres was
determined by Wissler dials. The methods of mounting these dials
are shown by drawing on page 7 .
Method of Testing.
Twelve tests ir all were undertaken. A description of the
manner in which, these tests were Tade follows.
For the condition of pure bending the test piece was mount-
jj
ed as shown by drawing on page 8. The Olsen three screw ma-
chine was here used. Two heavy 6" I beams were placed in posi-
tion on the table of the machine to provide proper length for the
clear span. Reference to the drawing will show plainly the num-
jj
ber and position of dials used to record the relative deformation
of the tension and compression fibres. The manner of determining
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9this deformation was as follows. Imaginary fibres of fire cotton
covered copper wire were fastened to the web of the cross beam or
header by means of small hooks imbedded in plaster Paris. These
wires were passed over the pulleys of the dials one complete turn
and in such a way that on deflection of the test piece all dial
needles rotated in a clockwise direction and thus gave positive
readings for both compression and tension fibres. The distances
of the imaginary fibres above and below the top and bottom flanges
of the stringer beam were recorded and the relative contraction
and elongation of the extreme fibres in the flanges was determined
graphically from these readings.
For the condition of practically pure shear the test pieces
were mounted on the table of the Riehle' flOO,000# machine as
I shown by drawing or. page 10. Two tests were made on each speci-
i men designed for the shear test under the same conditions. The
center of the load was applied as near to tho connection as clear-
I
ance of parts permitted, it being impossible to apply the load im-
mediately at the end of the stringer beam, or account of the width
of the flange of the header and the size of the compression block.
The slip of the rivets was recorded by the readings of an Ames
dial mounted on a supporting rod fastened to the top flange of the
stringer beam. The plunger of the dial was in direct contact
with the top flange of the header and the- relative movement of the
stringer beam to the header indicated the slip of the rivets. Af-
! ter the test on one connection had been carried to failure the
load was applied to the connection at the other end and it was sim-
ilarly tested.
For condition of combined bending and shear two methods of
testing were resorted to. The test pieces were mounted as shown
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by drawings on pages 12 and 13. In "both cases the load was ap-
plied at the center of the span. In the first case the connec-
tion was placed at the quarter point and in the second case it
was placed directly in the center cf the span below the point of
application of the load. Where the connection was at the quar-
ter point, Ames dials were used to measure the slip of the rivets
as above described. In both cases Wissler dials were used to de-
termine the deformation of compression and tension fibres. Tests
§5 > #6, #8 and #9 were performed or. the Riehle* machine, test #10
on the Olsen 200,000# machine, while test #2 was performed on the
Philadelphia Machine Tool Company machine. Two heavy 6" beams
were placed in position on the table of the Philadelphia machine
as in test for pure bending in order to provide sufficient length
for the clear span.
It is hardly necessary to go into more detailed description
of the test pieces and methods of operation here followed, as a
study of the drawings shown on pages 4, 5, 10, 12 and 13 will
show clearly the test pieces herein described and the manner in
which the pieces were mounted for the tests together with posi-
tions of the recording instruments.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
From the tests performed experimental data were secured as
given by table on page 28, this being typical for tests involv-
ing combined shear and bending. From the readings given by the
recording instruments the position of the neutral axis for the
different loads was located. Knowing the position of the neu-
tral axis the stresses in the rivets in tension were computed
by method as will be shewn later. For loads up to the elastic
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limit the position of the neutral axis was plotted in p3r cent
depth of the connection angle. After the elastic limit was
passed, the instruments were removed and the curve showing the
movement of the neutral axis was continued to load at point of
failure, using the values up to the elastic limit as determining
the probable path of the curve after the elastic limit had been
reached. Prom the known position of the neutral axis at point
of failure the ultimate stress of the rivets in tension was com-
puted. Following is a description of the method more in detail.
Considering the case of a connection under combined shear
and tension, the elongation and contraction of the imaginary fi-
bres above and below the top and bottom flanges of the beams
was given by the dial readings. The exact amount of this defor-
mation wa3 immaterial. Both dials being similarly graduated the
movement recorded on one was relative to that of the other. Thus
for different loads the variation in the location of the neutral
axis with reference to. the top of the connection angle was readi-
ly determined as follows, the method being graphical. Two lines
A-B and C-D are drawn at a distance apart equal to the height of
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The distance of the imaginary fibres above and below the top and
bottom flanges of the beam is laid off and the fibres represented
by the lines E-F and G-H. The line x-x represents the center
line of the connection angle. On the line E-F the deformation
x-y of the upper fibre is laid off to one side of x-x and the
deformation of the lower fibre x-t is laid off on G-H to the oth-
er side of x-x. A line is drawn connecting the points y and t
and the neutral axis located at the point of intersection of this
line with x-x. Tiie distances x'-y' and x'-t f measured along A-B
and C-D represent the relative deformations of the extreme fibres
of the beam. The top and bottom of the connection angle are rep-
resented by the lines K-L and T '-1T. The neutral axis, the center
line of beam and the center line of rivets are drawn as shown in
diagram. The compression area is represented by the shaded tri-
angle above the neutral axis while the tension area is shown by
the shaded triangle below the neutral axis. The arm of the re-
sisting moment is taken as the distance between the center of
gravity of the compression area and the center line of the rivet
represented by (a) in the figure. The moment at the center of
the connection is doterrained and as this is equal to the resist-
ing moment the following fundamental relation exists:
Sa = 14
where (3) is the total stress taken by the rivets, (a) the arm
of the resisting moment and ?! the bending moment at the connec-
tion.
In the case of the connection for 7" beams the upper row of
rivets is always in compression and the lower row in tension,
taking all of the stress. The stress in the rivets can thu.3
be readily determined. in the case of the 12" beams, the two
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lewer rows were always in tension and in one caso the upper row
was also in tension. Where the two lower rows of rivets were
in tension the stresses in the rivets were computed as follows
A/evtra/arte
.
F-j_ and Fp represent the tensile stresses in the l©wer and
middle rows of rivets respectively.
b-j_ and hp represent the distances from tfee neutral axis to
the lower and middle rows of rivets respectively.
3-1 and a2 represent the distances from the center of gravi-
ty of the compression area to the lower and mid-lie rows of rivets
and are also the arms of the resisting moments of these same rows
of rivets. Hence
= Foao + ?]_a-j_ (l)
and
Z2- ]2g - F^b„ (2)
F 1 bi bn
substituting in (l) the value cf Fn as found in (2)

21
£M = -1^2 an + F-,a n
b]_
r- -a<- a-i
In the case where the thre : rows of rivets were in tension,
the stresses in the rivets were computed as follovr.
4
F^, Fr> and F3 ; br> and bg; a^, a^ and a^, represent the quantities
ascribed to them as in previous figure.
Then
Hi = F-^ + FoO-n + F-^a,
b o bo
Fo
-1
(2' )
F^ = (3M

Sabstituting in the value of Fo and F~ as found in (2 r ) and
(3')
bi b-i J
1 b l
In regard to the bests involving pure shear of which four were
made it is hardly necessary to state that these tests simply in-
volved the shear of four or six rivets in single shear and re-
solved itself into determining the slip of the rivets for the ap-
plied loads and computation of the unit shear at failure.
DISCUSSION.
On the following pages are given the results of the tests
with discussion pertaining to each taken up in the following or-
der
1. Test involving pure bending
2. Test involving pure shear
5. Tests involving combined bending and shear.
The test on set #1 was performed on a 7" standard connection
under condition of pure bending. At point of failure both upper
and lower rows of rivets were in tension. The maximum stress in
th : upper row of rivets was 5,400 pounds per square inch, while
in the lower row the maximum tensile stress was 44,000 pounds per
square inch. The connection failed by cracking of the outstand-
ing leg of the angle due to the straightening out of the angle at
the fillet between rivets as shown by photograph on page 16.
Four tests wero performed on connections under conditions of
nearly pure shear, two tests on 7* connections and two on 12"
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connections. The results are given in the summarized table on
page 25 of tests #1 and #2 of set #3 and tests #1 and #2 of set
#4. In both tests of the 7" connection shearing failure did not
occur on account of the excessive lateral deflection of the beam
which necessitated the release of the load wel] after the elastic
limit had been passed. It was found that in test #1 the shear
on the rivets was 27,800 pounds per square inch while test #2 on
the same beam using the connection at the other end gave a unit
shear of 29,500 pounds per square inch. Test #1 or. set $4 was
on a 12" connection. Failure occurred by craching of the web as
shown by photograph on page 26. The shearing stress o>~> the riv-
ets was 27,500 pounds per square inch. The behavior of the beam
for test #2 of set #4 was such that the load was released after a
unit shearing stress of 26,200 pounds per square inch had been
reached. Excessive deflection of the beam after heavy loads were
applied necessitated a discontinuance of the test.
Of the tests performed under conditions of combined bending
and shear tliree were made on 7* connections and four were made
on 12" connections. Sets' #2, ,v'7 and. §10 were 7" test pieces and
sets #5, ;/6, #8 and #9 were 12" test pieces.
The result of the test on set #2 of a 7" connection under
condition of combined bending and 3hear was not satisfactory, as
the tension in the rivets could rot be computed for the reason
that the neutral axis fell below the extreme fibre of the lower
flange according to the method followed in the case. This was
contrary to reason as the rivets would then all be in compression.
The bending moment at failure was 167,000 pound inches, the shear
or the rivets being 8,360 pounds per square inch.
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In the test of set #7 failure occurred by typical crack devel-
oping in the fillet of the angle. Both upper and lower rows
of rivets were ir tension at failure. The computed unit tensile
stress in the upper row was 10,000 pounds per square inch and in*
the lower row 60,000 pounds per square inch.
Test ,fl6 was performed under similar conditions as test //7
the span being reduced one half. The upper row of rivets took
compression only while the lower row took all .of the tension.
The maximum computed unit tensile stress being 49,700 pounds per
square inch and the maximum unit shear being 9,150 pounds per
square inch. The connection angle failed as in set #7 by crack-
The test on set #5 was not satisfactory on account of the
fact that too large an initial load was applied and so only five
readings were obtained, not enough to determine position of neu-
tral axis at failure by method of plotting as before described.
The maximum unit shear on the rivets was 3,430 pounds per square
inch.
In the test of set #6 both lower rows of rivets were in ten-
sion at all times the upper row remaining in compression. The
tensile stresses developed were as follows rmiddle row, 38,000
pounds per square inch, lower row 71,500 pounds per square inch.
The maximum unit shear was 6,180 pounds per square inch. Typi-
cal failure of angle occurred by cracking of same in the fillet
and outstanding leg.
Set #8 developed computed tensile stress in all rivets at
failure as follows: upper row 5>6d0 pounds per square inch, mid-
dle row 46,500 pounds per square inch and lower row 86,000 pounds
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per square inch. The stress in the lower two rows of rivets was
beyond their yield point, hence the method of computation gives
stresses in the lowest row higher than reailjr existed. The max-
imum shear at failure was 6,250 pounds per square inch. Failure
ccurred by crack in fillet of angle as before described.
Set r!'d developed tensile stresses in two lower rows of rivet
the upper row remaining in compression. The computed tensile
stresses developed were as follows: middle row 17,800 pounds per
square inch, lower row 39,200 pounds per square inch. The maxi-
mum unit shear was 2,150 pounds per square inch.
CONCLUSIONS.
From the results of the tests performed and described in
this thesis, the following conclusions have been made.
1. Resistance of the connections to shear is so great that
failure of beam by buckling or local failure is liable to occur
before rivets are stressed to failure.
2. The weakness of the connection as brought out by the test
involving bending and shear is mainly the tendency of the angle t
straighten out at the fillet, causing a crack to develop due to
shear action between the legs of the angle.
3. The strength of the rivets in both shear and tension
caused by cross bending exceeds the strength of the angle proper.
4. The connection could be greatly strengthened to take care
of heavy loads either by using a greater thickness of metal or by
rivet ting flange connection angles to the top and bottom flanges
of the connecting beam. The former method would be the cheaper
but the hatter would develop the greater strength.
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5. If the beams to which the connections are attached are re-
garded a.c merely supported, not fixed, at the ends, the' connections
as designed have sufficient strength to carry the shearing load
which may come on them when the beam is fully loaded.
6. '"'he angles composing the standard connection have very
little stiffness under a bending moment. Beams fastened at their
ends by such angles cannot be regarded as fixed ended, because their
end connections yield so readily.
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